
APPLICATIONS IN INDUSTRY, Lloyd Schaefer 

The discussion was manifold as the topic is. 

For the NDE-reliability-community the task was defined to “educate industry” because 
some times they don’t know (or some times don’t want to know)  how to create a 
clear statement about reliability. 

From the experience with oil industry to work with RBLM, RNDE. From the task to 
dedect all defects the understanding turned to a risk based inspection scheme 
according to the requirements from fracture mechanics; change inspection intervals; 
set specific demands on NDE-systems also e.g. in the rail industry. 

In the US transition to quantitative requirements. 

Transition to SHM. 

When applying POD make a damage tolerance model. 

How many samples are needed to create a certain confidence band? 

Open question: 

When there never occurred a defect e.g. in penetration testing . how high is the 
POD? 

Lloyd Schaefer’s conclusion also from a decade of industry experience: 

Since the formation of a PIE, or Partner Information Exchange at the 2002 3rd E-A NDE reliability 
workshop (posted to www.9095.net), a substantial growth in the use of NDE reliability tools has been 
observed and conducted by participants.  These activities have included 4 main endeavors: 

  

1. Attempts to characterize reliability of newly implemented inspections at the system level.  This 
includes work on to measure system calibration stability, ie. repeatability, and also establish a 
reliability figure for a target flaw size.  Goals are always including a requirement for estimation 
of a lower 95% confidence bound.  

2. Method trades, or system component studies to optimize an inspection system in response to 
a design, or in service gap analysis.  Motivation for these activities has come from foregoing 
assumptions, either from previously published internal work, or utilization of externally 
published POD data, where there have been found gaps against service revealed 
discontinuities.  Additionally, advances in technology for maintenance program lean activities  

3. Desire to build on existing POD assessments using Model Assisted POD approaches, 
especially the use of transfer functions.  

4. Design and build of POD sample sets.  Its desired to increase awareness and availability of 
POD shapes  

  

Lessons learned include the need to employ common practices with respect to sample design, and to 
include steps in the assessment to ensure results for common/existing NDE methods are evaluated 
against available COP (Community of Practice) results.  Many are interested in wider distribution and 
training for selection and application of POD analysis tools, such as the R based tool associated with 
the new Mil Std 1823 (in draft form).  New computing platforms are not well supporting legacy tools. 
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and often home grown software is/has not been fully vetted against the legacy 1823 standard to 
ensure especially lower confidence bound procedures are acceptable. 

  

It is also reported that a significant amount of incoming POD data with request for POD analysis is 
reported in hit/miss form.  Especially true of the power industry.  This is observed to challenge the 
ability to link to established physical models in support of Full Model Assisted POD approaches. 

  

A common theme carried forward from previous meetings, is the strong desire for "clearinghouse" type 
standards for published POD data, and also, where possible, that the raw data feed into those POD 
assessments would be available.  Despite the challenges raised by proprietary concerns, its 
advocated that this goal continue to be pursued in commonly funded studies, such as through EPRI 
and the FAA. 

 


